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 r2 contains autocal software in its product that allows digital radiography equipment manufacturers to track and monitor the performance of their systems. If your equipment is not listed here, please contact us with the serial number of the product to qualify for tracking. calman studio 5 ultimate calibration software edr2 Upon the receipt of your order, you will be provided with a tracking number
from which you may log into our website and verify that your order has been processed. Once the order has been processed, we will provide you with an estimated delivery date. We will endeavor to provide you with the fastest delivery possible. The complete installation package for your software will be sent to you in one of the following ways: Email; Post; Internet Download Service: Tracking:

Tracking will be provided until the order is dispatched from our warehouse. As soon as your order is dispatched from our warehouse, we will provide you with a tracking number and you will be able to track the progress of your order online. We will endeavor to provide you with the fastest delivery possible. Once the order has been dispatched, you will receive a shipping confirmation email containing
the tracking number. Tracking numbers are provided for all items shipped via tracked carriers. If your tracking number is unavailable or is inaccurate please contact us immediately. If your order is a tracked order, you can check the status of your delivery online by using the tracking number provided and entering your tracking number into the link provided. Tracking should have been provided to you

once your order had been dispatched. Please note that the estimated delivery date provided does not include any delivery times that may be incurred during processing, transfer and/or storage of the order. The estimated delivery date provided is an estimate of the time at which your order is expected to be delivered. The estimated delivery date is provided by calman studio 5 ultimate calibration
software edr2. The delivery date provided is not guaranteed and delivery times can change due to a number of factors beyond our control. Delivery of your order will be performed by our delivery partner. Your order will be delivered to the shipping address provided by calman studio 5 ultimate calibration software edr2. If there is no shipping address provided, we will use the address that has been

supplied by your order for billing purposes. If a signature is required upon delivery of your order, this will be left at the delivery address provided 82157476af
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